MARKET RULES FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
GRAND MARKETS
Recently, the organizers of the International Grand Market have had an
extraordinary amount of extra unnecessary work because the traders
have not followed the given instructions. Because of this, the organizers
are seriously considering canceling the entire International Grand Market tour. The
alternative to termination is that all traders participating in the International Grand Market
commit themselves to common operating methods and to the sanctions resulting from their
possible violation.
1. CLEANING Every traders is obliged to clean his own stand (also during the event) and
transport the garbage to the waste point designated by the organizers. At the waste point,
the garbage is sorted into the right types. Special attention must be paid to the fact that
oils/greases are taken to oil barrels. Falling oils/greases into rain water drains is strictly
prohibited!
Failure to clean will result in a warning and a 100 euro cleaning fee. If the neglect is
repeated or intentional, the cleaning fee is 500 euros or the loss of the right to sell to the
next market.
2. PARKING Every trader is obliged to follow the organizers' parking instructions.
Improperly parked cars nowadays become a huge amount of extra work when we have to
find out with the parking enforcement of different localities whose car it is and move them
away. NOTE! You also have to clean up your own waste in the traders parking area and
e.g. it is strictly forbidden to leave pallets and garbage bags in the traders parking area.
Incorrect parking is first followed by a warning and a 100 euro error fee. If the neglect is
repeated or intentional, the payment is 500 euros or the loss of the right to sell to the next
market.
3. SETTING UP/ SETTING AWAY Every trader is obliged to follow the organizers'
instructions regarding the set-up/dismantling times. Basically, in all markets, the day
before them is the setup day. In this case, heavy equipment can be set up from 6:00 a.m.
and others from 09:00 a.m. The standing time lasts until 21:00, after which the area must
be calmed down as quickly as possible for the night security. Setting up at night is
prohibited. Some operators of heavy equipment can be granted exception permits for
earlier installation, but they must always be asked/arranged separately because the
situation in different cities is different.
Failure to comply with the set-up/take-down times will first result in a warning and a 100
euro error fee. If the neglect is repeated or intentional, the payment is 500 euros or the
loss of the right to sell to the next market.
4. SERVICE DRIVE TIMES On the first day of the market (authority inspections), the
service drive time ends at 8:00 a.m. on all International Major Markets and at 10:00 a.m.
on other days. in the evening, after the end of the sales period, a service drive is also
possible.
A service drive for not following the times is first followed by a warning and a 100 euro
error fee. If the neglect is repeated or intentional, the payment is 500 euros or the loss of
the right to sell to the next market.
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5. AUTHORITY INSPECTIONS are on all markets on the first market day from 8:00 a.m.
In this case, all departments must be inspectable and in good condition. All tents must
have at least 30 kg weights/tent leg and the weights must be properly attached to the tent.
All gas users must have at least 6 kg fire extinguishers and extinguishing blankets and
only one gas cylinder/gas device. No spare bottles in the tents. No only inside use
accepted electricity cables/boxes!
If the stalls cannot be inspected at the agreed time, the tents have not been weighted
properly or the gas/electricity users have not followed the safety instructions, then a
warning and a 100 euro error fee will be issued for non-compliance. If the neglect is
repeated or intentional, the payment is 500 euros or the loss of the right to sell to the next
market.
6. FLAGS AND NAME PLATES The company name and country or county codes (tickets)
must be prominently displayed in each department.
If the flags/name plates are missing, a warning will follow first and if the situation is not
corrected, a 100 euro error fee.
NOTE! Every trader of the International Grand Market agrees to these rules when filling
out the reservation form and paying the reservation/seat fee. Each trader is therefore
always responsible for the activities of his entire group and employees.
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